
Sandstone Pavan Putra
Hanuman Murti Holding Parvat 2
ft
Read More
SKU: 01450
Price: ₹24,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Hanuman Statue, Statues & Sculptures,
Hindu Statues
Tags: Anjaneya Stone Statue, Anjaneya Swami Stone
Idol, Bajarangbali Murti, Garden Stone Statue,
Hanuman Idol, Outdoor Stone Staue, Statue for Temple

Product Description

Earthy outdoor murti can coordinate well with almost any ambiance. This Pawan
Putra Hanuman murti holding Parvat showcases an elevated take on a simple and
solid concept for excellent longevity. Material: Sandstone /Red stone Height: 2 ft
(approx.) Dimension(HWL):  23 x 12 x 6 inch Position: Standing
An elaborate rundown of the glossy home garden statue:

The glossy statue of Lord Hanuman is seen standing on a lotus plinth by stretching one leg
forward, the other back.
Heave his mace in his right hand, while a mountain on his left.
The deiform is built by the Odisha's craftsman where stone carving is widely famous for its
engrossing designs.

The great monkey god: Lord Hanuman

Lord Hanuman is believed to be the 11th Rudravatar of Lord Shiva, with enormous physical
and spiritual strength.
When Laxman(the younger brother of Lord Rama) was fatally wounded while battling
against Ravana's son Indrajit, a powerful life-restoring herb is Sanjivani that could heal him
was found in Dronagiri Parvat as recommended by Sushena, a physician.
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Lord Hanuman after arriving at the Dronagiri Parvat finds himself unable to identify which
herb it is, he lifts the entire Dronagiri Parvat with his left hand and back to Lanka.
Sushena then identifies and administers the herb and  Laxmana is saved and back to life.

Make an awe-inspiring decoration with the home garden statue of Hanuman:

Vaastu suggests that the south zone is the best place for installing the Lord Hanuman
statue.
Putting him at the entrance would bring you auspicious results.
Give your garden, park, and landscaping impressive outdoor embellishments.
The 2ft tall statue easily coordinates your living room and office room console, sideboard,
or any heightened table of your preference.
The temple of your home or any shrine could also be a welcoming choice for the saintly
image.
What can more be impressive than gifting a religious present for your loved ones?

Just not for decorating but there are several blessings associated with keeping the
statue:

Many critical problems get evaded from his grace and invite divine protection.
Lord Hanuman reduces the adverse effects of Planet Saturn.
Lord Hanuman himself is the courageous one, so he helps one to overcome internal fear
and fills the heart with courage and confidence.

Sponging and caring:

The sturdy material like sandstone can stand to any weather and age.
Wash the statue with clean water, or you can opt to simply wipe the surface with a piece of
cloth.
Periodic cleaning is enough to get rid of unwanted dirt and stains.
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